Immunization Interface Management (BYIM)

Simple Message Mover Overview and Installation

The Simple Message Mover (SMM) is software is used in conjunction with the RPMS Immunization Interface Management (BYIM) Software to move immunization messages to a state or local Immunization Information System (IIS). The SMM is responsible for moving the messages to the IIS and returning the response back to the local system.

**Note:** This is a third-party software that was not developed by IHS.

The following are links to the SMM overview, installation instructions, installation process, and user guide:

- SMM Overview: [https://immregistries.github.io/interfacing/smm/simpleMessageMover.html](https://immregistries.github.io/interfacing/smm/simpleMessageMover.html)
- SMM Installation Instructions: [https://immregistries.github.io/interfacing/smm/installation.html](https://immregistries.github.io/interfacing/smm/installation.html)
- Begin SMM Installation Process: [https://florence.immregistries.org/tester/install/PrepareServlet](https://florence.immregistries.org/tester/install/PrepareServlet)

More information about Immunization Interface activities can be found on the Division of Epidemiology and Disease Prevention Current Projects web site: [https://www.ihs.gov/epi/index.cfm?module=epi_vaccine_projects](https://www.ihs.gov/epi/index.cfm?module=epi_vaccine_projects)